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8,000 Members Strong and Growing Every Day!
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IBM Security Community

Sign up: https://community.ibm.com/security

User Group Day discussion: https://ibm.biz/iam-usergroupday (share 
feedback, ask questions and continue the conversation after this session!)

Learn: The indispensable site where users come together 
to discover the latest product resources and insights —
straight from the IBM experts.

Network: Connecting new IBM clients, veteran product 
users and the broader security audience through 
engagement and education.

Share: Giving YOU a platform to discuss shared 
challenges and solve business problems together. 

https://community.ibm.com/security
https://ibm.biz/iam_usergroupday


Cloud is disrupting 
traditional 
enterprise 
business 
models 

In today’s world, Identity has become 
the primary security control…
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…and a critical business enabler



How do you meet 
the needs of your 
business with a 
patchwork of 
legacy solutions?

Access Gateway

Cloud SSO 

User Directory

Lifecycle Management

Internal Privileged External
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Smart Identity for the Hybrid Multicloud World
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Securely connecting every user, API, and device to every app in and outside the enterprise

Identity
Analytics

Adaptive
Access

Intelligent Governance

Proactive Threat Mitigation

People

Monitor  |  Detect  |  Orchestrate 

Provision  |  Certify  |  Analyze

APIs & Things
Continuous Access Control

Authenticate  |  Authorize  |  Connect

Decentralized 
Identity



IBM IDENTITY & ACCESS MANAGEMENT

Adaptive Access
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How does 
your business 
balance user 
experience 
and risk? 
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The static 
attributes 
we’ve always 
used to 
identify users 
are no longer 
enough.  

Username

Password

IP

Location

Username

Password

IP

Location

Behavior

Device

Patterns

Entitlements
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How do you 
separate 
suspicious 
from 
malicious?

Username

Password

IP

Location

Bots Phishing

Remote 

Access Tools
Malware

SpoofingSynthetic 
identities

Overlays
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Static rules for 
authentication 
will set the bar 
too low or too 
high. 

Low
Username/Password
Social Sign On

High
MFA every time
VPN required
Known device

Burden of proof

Fraudulent user

Legitimate user 
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To maximize 
security and 
convenience, 
make access 
adaptive. 

Level of authentication

Low
Passwordless
Username/Password
Social Sign On

High
MFA
VPN required
Known device

Level of risk

Legitimate user 

Potentially suspicious user

Malicious user



To maximize security and convenience, make access adaptive

Frustration-free, 
context-aware 
access that adapts 
throughout the user 
journey, eliminating 
the need to sacrifice 
security for user 
experience.

• Design & test adaptive 
policies 
• Synthesize user context 

into a single risk score
•Make login seamless for 

low-risk users; MFA for 
higher risk
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* Powered by IBM Trusteer®, an industry 
proven online fraud detection platform

New: IBM Cloud Identity 
with adaptive access*
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– Protect sensitive applications

– Prompt for MFA only when risk 
score is high

– Login is seamless or 
passwordless when risk is low

– Experience looks and feels the 
same from all channels

– Synthesize user intelligence 
into a single risk score

– Device intelligence

– Behavioral biometrics

– Known fraudulent patterns

– Geolocation/IP/time

Infuse intelligence

Low-code 
deployment

Integrate quickly

– Design adaptive policies with 
a simple policy editor

– No application changes 
required

– Test access policies before 
deploying

– API/SDK for in-app integration

Smart 
access

Secure as you simplify

IBM Security / © 2019 IBM Corporation

AI-powered 
protection
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Building 
deep 
identity 
insights

Device
Strong global 
deviceID

Account
User account attributes

Behavior
User patterns 

and journey analysis 

Environment
User network 
environment

Resource
Current resource
being accessed

Digital
Identity Trust



Trusted Attack

Low Medium High

We transform a continuous and complex 
session risk assessment, calculated from every 
digital interaction of the user with the system, 
into a single easy-to-understand risk level.

Identity Risk Level
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Very High



For consumers…
Detect credential stuffing attacks that 
attempt rapid-fire combinations of 
usernames and passwords from 
rotating IP origins

Detect user attempts to login to 
customer portal from a browser 
infected with keylogging malware

Recognize a known user and 
transparently authenticate him/her 
without friction

For workforce…
Detect a user in sales department that 
attempts to access Safari version of 
Salesforce from a new, unrecognized 
device

Detect an HR employee accessing Workday 
payroll app from a known IP address, but 
mouse movements are irregular

Detect user attempts to login to Office365 
mail 5 times in a row at 2 a.m. outside of 
typical workday pattern

What can adaptive access do for you?
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IBM IDENTITY & ACCESS MANAGEMENT

Identity Analytics
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No ability to take 
proactive risk 

reduction actions

Organizations are struggling with 
assessing identity risks 

No visibility into 
impacts of access 
request decisions 
leads to default 

“approve” behavior

Compliance does not 
equal risk reduction

IBM Security / © 2019 IBM Corporation
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A modern approach to IAM 
demands a high level of 
identity-related risk 
awareness
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Mitigate identity-related risks through a holistic view of IAM data

Process activity and 
entitlement data 
from a variety of 
sources, providing a 
360° view of access 
risks with the ability 
to take action based 
on those risk insights

• Supports IBM Security 
Identity Manager and 
Identity Governance
• Library of policies for 

identifying risk
• Extensibility for custom 

policies, workflows, 
and data sources
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New: IBM Cloud Identity 
with identity analytics



– Take action on any identified 
risk

– Build custom workflows for 
fast remediation

– Make better risk-based 
decisions 

– Risk scores to identify 
low/medium/high risk users, 
entitlements, applications

– Confidence scores with 
insight on which action to 
take

Support 
decisions

Highlight 
anomalies

– Continuous monitoring of 
access risks

– Configure what matters to 
your organization

– Identify anomalies within 
peer groups

Remediate 
risk

IBM Security / © 2019 IBM Corporation

Smart recommendationsQuick insights One-click response
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Identify risk with 
OOTB policies 
throughout the 
identity lifecycle

IBM Security / © 2019 IBM Corporation * Additional custom policies can be built via APIs

Example OOTB Policies*



IBM IDENTITY & ACCESS MANAGEMENT

Decentralized Identity
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in the real world?

in the digital world?

How do 
you prove 
that you
are you?

IBM Security / © 2019 IBM Corporation 24



Data silos lead to costly 
processes and poor customer 

experiences

COMPANIES HAVE RESPONDED BY PROVIDING 
YOU AN ACCOUNT AND STORING PERSONAL 

INFORMATION

Individuals’ records are 
bought, sold and misused
without their knowledge

Fraud, data breaches and
password management cost 

billions annually

IBM Security / © 2019 IBM Corporation 25



Blockchain enables trust and privacy

• User-permissioned and data rights management (GDPR-
ready)

• Not reliant on any one central authority, instead a 
decentralized approach where each person, business, 
government, or non-profit has a role to play.

• Trust is established through an open ecosystem of data 
providers – just like in the physical world today

• Global interoperability through open standards 
(Decentralized Identity Foundation, W3C, HyperLedger) 
and Governance Frameworks (Sovrin Foundation)

• Immutability of ledgers and cryptography ensure trust 
while greatly simplifying the burden on the user

• Zero-knowledge proofs to only disclose the information 
that is needed to be shared

How can we provide the missing identity layer of the internet?

Identity Owners

Edge Layer
(Device/App/Wallet)

Agent Layer

Distributed Ledger Layer
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IBM Security / © 2019 IBM Corporation

NO PRIVATE INFORMATION IS STORED ON THE BLOCKCHAIN. NEVER. EVER.



Getting to know the roles and activities in the new identity ecosystem

IBM Security / © 2019 IBM Corporation 27

Start Hereà



Use Case:

Alice is on-boarded by Faber 
College to obtain invite to enroll 
in network and issued her college 
ID.

Upon graduation she is issued a 
transcript which she can use for 
apply for employment with Acme 
Corp. 

Eventually she can apply for a 
loan with Thrift Bank using her 
education and employment 
credentials. 

Example: A New Way of Digital Interaction

28IBM Security / © 2019 IBM Corporation



Develop privacy-enabled identity experiences

Tech Preview: 
IBM Verify Credentials

Issue, hold, and verify 
digital credentials based 
on decentralized 
identity standards and 
interoperable protocols 
that will revolutionize 
user privacy and 
security

• No cost tech preview 
focused on developer 
experience and LOB
• End to end credential 

lifecycle management
• Get started samples
• Proof of concept and 

consultancy services
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Finance
Reuse/Shared KYC

Money transfer

Closing account

Trying new service

New bank account 
from home

Education
Digital transcripts

Trusted Resumes

Transferring 
schools

Online classes

Healthcare
Physical 

Credentialing

Patient-centric 
medical records

Prior Authorizations

Clinical Trials

Retail
Customer Loyalty

Customer-centric 
Advertising

Identity is a universal need

Use cases taken from https://w3c.github.io/vc-use-casesIBM Security / © 2019 IBM Corporation 30



DECENTRALIZED IDENTITY IS A WIN-WIN
TECHNOLOGY SHIFT FOCUSED ON PRIVACY

NO MORE 
PASSWORDS

IDENTITY 
OWNERSHIP

DATA
CONTROL

INFORMATION 
ECONOMY

REDUCED RISK AND 
COMPLIANCE COST

BUSINESS PROCESS AND 
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

INDIVIDUALS ENTERPRISE

IBM Security / © 2019 IBM Corporation 31
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Smart identity for a hybrid, 
multicloud world

Adaptive Access  |  Identity Analytics |  Decentralized Identity

IBM Security / © 2019 IBM Corporation




